
 

Source Alliance Network (SAN) Launches Company Headquarters in Chicago, IL 

 

Source Alliance Network (SAN) opens for business in Chicago, IL, making their new 

Web-based supply chain technology solution, ONESOURCE, available worldwide. 

CHICAGO, IL – November 2, 2010 – Founder and Managing Director, Jim G. Vaca, today announced 

the opening of his company’s new headquarters in Chicago, IL.  Source Alliance Network (SAN) is a 

supply chain solutions and technology provider that acts as a one-stop-shop for logistics and supply chain 

professionals who would otherwise have to partner with several third parties in order to fulfill their supply 

chain management needs.  “We feel that by headquartering in an international hub like Chicago, SAN is 

going to be able to grow more efficiently and serve more clients,” Vaca said. 

SAN’s comprehensive solutions are made possible through the company’s Web-based, multi-modal 

transportation management system, ONESOURCE.  ONESOURCE enables SAN to provide fully 

comprehensive supply chain management and optimization solutions by coupling high-level market 

intelligence with advanced information technology.  “We see a real lack of complete supply chain 

management technology solutions in the current marketplace,” said Vaca.  “We plan to fill that void by 

using ONESOURCE to help companies reduce costs and resolve issues whether they’re dealing with one 

parcel or fifty truckloads.” 

SAN is currently offering eligible companies a free comprehensive transportation analysis (CTA) and 

additional 10% discount on all ONESOURCE-related services.  For more information, call (312) 226-2622 

or send an e-mail to sales@sourcealliance.net. 

 

About Source Alliance Network (SAN) LLC 

Source Alliance Network (SAN) LLC (www.sourcealliance.net) is dedicated to providing customizable full-

service deployment, implementation, execution, and management solutions for FTL, LTL, ocean, air 

freight, and parcel through ONESOURCE, the company’s Web-based transportation management 

system.  In addition to providing cost-savings opportunities through rate optimization, routing guide and 

freight optimization, third party freight management, and freight spend management, ONESOURCE offers 

clients a unique opportunity to make instant connections with over 4,800 carriers.  By coupling high-level 

market intelligence with advanced information technology, ONESOURCE enables logistics and supply 

chain professionals to receive accurate, up-to-date data and real-time rates right over the Web.  SAN is a 

privately held company headquartered in Chicago, IL. 


